Abstract The increasing use of unmanned assets and robots in modern military operations renews an interest in the study of general pursuit-evasion games involving multiple pursuers and multiple evaders. Due to the difficulty in formulation and rigorous treatment, the literature in this field is very limited. This paper presents a hierarchical approach to this kind of problem. With an additional structure imposed on decision-making of pursuers, this approach provides conservative guidance to pursuers by finding certain engagement between pursuers and evaders, and the saddle-point strategies are utilized by each pursuer in chasing the engaged evaders. A combinatorial optimization problem is formulated and scenarios are created to demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithm. This is a preliminary study on multi-player pursuit-evasion games and future directions are suggested.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a Pursuit-Evasion (PE) game, the problem of one or a group of pursuers catching one or a group of moving evaders is studied. It has extensive applications such as missile guidance, military strategy, aircraft control and aerial tactics. Under the framework of game theory and optimal control, a number of formal solutions regarding optimal strategies in particular PE problems can be achieved [1] - [2] . In the literature, most studies on PE games have concentrated on two-player games with a single pursuer and a single evader. As the use ofunmanned assets and robots increases in modern military operations, newly emergent scenarios usually involve multiple pursuers and evaders. The problem of formulation and computation of optimal pursuit strategies of multiple players in continuous time needs to be addressed.
A PE game is usually formulated as a zero-sum game. Since the 1950s, the deterministic PE game of a single pursuer and a single evader with perfect information and common knowledge has been extensively studied. Isaacs Office, (email: mouhsiung.changgus.army.mil).
solved a PE problem for a saddle-point equilibrium solution by the method of "tenet of transition" [1] . Although PE games with multiple pursuers and multiple evaders have been investigated recently, most of them deal with discrete time problems or are in an ad hoc manner [6] , [8] . Little has been done for generic multi-player PE differential game problems in continuous time. In this paper, we focus on deterministic multi-player differential PE game problems [4] . We extend Isaacs' approach on a two-player PE game to a game with multiple players. A conservative strategy is applied from the pursuer's perspective to achieve an upper-bound of the performance index.
This paper is organized as follows. A generic problem is formulated in the next section. In section III, difficulty of application of conventional optimal control theory on multi-player PE games has been analyzed, and then a suboptimal hierarchical approach is proposed from the pursuers' perspective. In addition, the issue of capturability is discussed and methods are suggested to address the problem. Simulation results are presented in section IV. Finally, the paper concludes with suggestions for future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a general PE differential game with N pursuers and M evaders in a no dimensional space S, S ci Rno Denote by x$ (x ) the state variable associated with pursuer 1, ,N (evader j , j = 1, ,M ), where xp ER' (X E Rn). Notice that np(nJ) > n0 because of the specific dynamics of the pursuer (evader). Assume that the first no elements in x$ ( xJ ) specify the physical position of pursuer i (evader j ) in space S. In general, the dynamic equations for each pursuer i and evader j are Xq (t) = fp (Xp (t)Vui () Xi (0) = xpV J(Xpo,Xeo,U,V) T+j G(Xpt,Xet,Ut,Vt)dt QQ)CT (5) subject to (2) .
In (5) , u E A6 ()O t T,u t Ua} and similar for v . This Value is the so-called saddle-point equilibrium defined for a zero-sum game [4] . In this paper, the capitalized "Value" stands for the value function defined in (8) , avoiding the confusion with the ordinary meaning of the word.
III. CONSERVATIVE HIERARCHICAL APPROACH A. Dilemma in Backward Analysis
A PE game has been formulated as a zero-sum game and the saddle-point equilibrium concept is adopted under the Isaacs condition. This fact makes the mathematical tools that are available for solving optimal control problems also useful in solving conventional two-player PE differential games. The kernel of modern optimal control theory includes Pontryagin's minimum principle and Bellman's dynamic programming. Both of them specify a set of conditions on optimal dynamic controls. The former involves a set of adjoint Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) while the latter is associated with a partial differential equation called the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman2 (HJB) equation [15] . In both approaches, boundary conditions on the states at the terminal time are needed. Furthermore, Isaacs' method of "tenet of transition" in treating two-player PE differential games is closely related to dynamic programming, which is based on the underlying idea of state rollback. Starting from the terminal, an optimal trajectory of the states is traced backwards and with a formulation of the Hamilton-JacobiIsaacs (HJI) equation the Value function can be determined, such that saddle-point equilibrium strategies of state feedback can be obtained accordingly.
In the problem of a PE game involving multiple players, the backward analysis encounters tremendous difficulty in the process of tracing back. The main challenge lies in identifying the terminal states of both pursuers and evaders. Starting from the end, under a saddle-point strategy, each evader has been captured by some specific pursuer. Ifpursuer i catches evader j in the game, we say that both players are engaged. (Note that it is possible that one evader may be engaged with more than one pursuer and vice versa.) Clearly, the number of possible engagements between pursuers and evaders increases at least exponentially with N and M. This explosion of the number of possible engagements makes the terminal state in a multi-player PE game extremely difficult to specify in contrast to that in a two-player game. If not impossible, the backward analysis should be repeated so many times starting from different engagements even when N and M are not very large. Furthermore, evaders are generally not captured at the same time, which makes determining the terminal state further intractable. Therefore, the backward approach used by Isaacs and Bellman cannot be practically applied in multi-player PE games and the same situation holds for the minimum principle as well. In summary, a multi-player PE differential game cannot be characterized by either a set of adjoint ODEs or a HJI equation.
B. Hierarchical Approach
To attack this problem, first let us study whether or not the game can be decomposed into games between the pursuers and the evaders that are closely engaged. Assume that there exist continuous trajectories for the group of pursuers and evaders that comprise a saddle-point solution for the game. The engagement scheme among the pursuers and evaders can be obtained at the terminal time of the game. Under this engagement, pursuers do not switch evaders if evaders do not change their strategy, which is the basic rationale of the concept of equilibrium in game theory [2] , [4] . In this sense, the problem of determining an engagement may be part of the pursuers' strategies if they try to maximize (5) . This can be viewed as a natural hierarchical structure in decision-making from the pursuers' perspective. The upper level is to determine a proper engagement scheme among pursuers and evaders, while the lower level solves each engaged differential game. However, given an engagement scheme, the original game cannot be treated as a set of decoupled PE games between pursuers and their engaged evaders. Coordination fills this gap.
The major difficulty of multi-player PE differential games is to characterize the coordination among pursuers or evaders.
It must be every difficult to solve it by Isaacs' Instead of determining the exact equilibrium solutions, we seek an upper-bound of the performance index from the pursuers' perspective. In Isaacs' approach, the "minmax" operator in (6) is to determine the best worst-case strategy. It is a conservative approach and the optimal objective acts as the least uniform (no dependence on evaders) upper-bound on the pursuers' performance. When this result coincides with that from (7), it becomes a well-defined solution for zero-sum games. In this paper, we determine a good upper bound instead of the least upper bound.
We focus on the capture time as our objective function. The objective function for a game with multiple players is T = max{7}T. Assume that each pursuer is engaged with at least one evader, and only captures one evader at a time. The original multi-player PE game can be converted into a hierarchical optimization problem. The upper level is to determine such an engagement that T is minimized. Given an engagement, the strategy of each pursuer is obtained by solving decoupled two-player PE games based on Isaacs' method at the lower level. This is a conservative approach because in many situations, the strategies of multiple pursuers are concealed so that the evaders cannot execute the "optimal" strategies against the engaged pursuers. The structure of the approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 (16) E. Region of Capture In practice, the feasibility of the hierarchical approach depends on the capturability between any pair of a pursuer and an evader. In this section, we briefly discuss this issue.
In [1] , Isaacs defined concepts of game of degree and game of kind to distinguish between the problem of solving optimal solutions and the problem of existence. For a two-player PE game, denote by C the capture region in the state space, where capturability is guaranteed. On its boundary EC, the following condition is satisfied.
Here, '1 denotes the normal direction of EC. Equation (17) specifies a necessary condition of the capture region. It is similar to HJI equation regardless of the specific objective
function. An alternative approach is based on a feedback control design method, which combines the concepts of function minimization and Lyapunov stability techniques. This method is called Lyapunov Optimizing Control (LOC) [13] - [14] . The method of LOC can be used to study the capturability of PE games and to design a feasible pursuit strategy for pursuers [14] . (18) is almost the same as (6) except that optimization of the pursuers is taken over a structured control set Us [0, T] . In some sense, it is only a "local" optimum. Clearly, the solution of (18) It is also worth noting that the hierarchical approach described in this section is conceptually identical to a two-level Stackelberg game problem [11] or bi-level programming [12] , where the optimization at the upper level depends on that at the lower level. Note that in a two-level Stackelberg problem, there may be more than one player at the second level, where each player chooses a strategy according to its individual objective. One special case is that those objective functions are decoupled from each other, which fits in the hierarchical approach in this section. In general, for the more complicated coupled lower level, one has to formulate the second level as a game, and relevant solution concepts such as Nash, Pareto and etc may be adopted.
Finally, the quality of the solution from this suboptimal hierarchical approach depends on the combinatorial optimization problem in (9) . This is a NP-hard problem [16] , and the computational demand increases at least exponentially with the number of pursuer and of evaders, provided the fact the underlying V Q)c,, X' between pursuer i and evader j are solvable. Practically, for a PE game involving many pursuers and evaders, heuristic and approximation methods should be applied on (9) . In that case, the upper-bound obtained is further degraded by loss of optimality. This result would still be acceptable since no better solution is available.
IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION As stated earlier, conventional optimal control theory is not applicable. Even for the simplest multi-player PE game with two pursuers and one evader, and if the evader is caught by one pursuer, the terminal state of the other pursuer cannot be specified. In this section, only the result from the hierarchical approach is presented. We create a pursuit evasion scenario involving 3 pursuers and 5 evaders in a two-dimensional space. The dynamics of players are given in (13) . The capture time is considered as the objective function. The necessary parameters and the initial states are in Table I.   TABLE I   1  2  3  4  5 Xe0,Ye0)T (1,5) (4,5) (6,5) (7,5) (9,5)
Solving the combinatorial optimization problem in (9), we obtain the optimal engagement shown in Table 11 . The corresponding capture time is 8.8 seconds. [1] . The angular velocity c and the initial orientation 0 of each pursuer is given in Table I (shaded). It can be verified that each evader j is in the capture region of some pursuer i [2] .
While in the capture region, the optimal strategy of evader j can be shown as that in (16) by maximizing the time derivative of the distance between pursuer i and evader j.
x(X)cospoa-cos P y v< sin J vp sin ' 
+2
Here x =-X Xp and y =-J y4. Given a constant strategy e p~~ey for evader j, the strategy of pursuer i may be solved by taking the second order derivative of D, which yields up -sign (c sin O ycos p .
(20) With the hierarchy imposed on the decision-making of the pursuers, given a possible engagement scheme, we simulate every decoupled game, in which pursuers utilize the strategy in (20) and evaders play according to (16) . All possible engagements are enumerated and the best engagement result is the same as that in Table II , but the capture time increases to 12.5 seconds. The corresponding pursuit-evasion trajectories are shown in Fig. 2 , in which the trajectory of each pursuer with its engaged evaders is plotted separately. Snapshots at the 1St and the 5th second are illustrated. 15- Oformulated to determine an optimal engagement involving a single pursuer and a single evader. The underlying two-player games are solved by currently available differential game theory. The issue of capturability is discussed. Simulations show the feasibility of the approach. This suboptimal approach provides a theoretical upper-bound to a multiplayer PE game when exact equilibrium solutions are unknown. In practice, solving the combinatorial optimization problem suffers from the difficulty of its NP-hardness.
Future work falls in the following directions: 1) the locally optimal strategy obtained by the hierarchical method may be improved and if the improvement can be implemented iteratively, a true equilibrium solution may be approached asymptotically; 2) approximation and heuristic methods may be designed to reduce the complexity of solving the combinatorial optimization problem in practical implementations; 3) PE games may be modeled in a stochastic environment for more realistic conditions. The simulation results demonstrate the cooperation of pursuers when the hierarchical approach is applied, where pursuers cooperate by choosing appropriate evaders to go after. In the trajectories shown in Fig. 2 , the "best" strategy is utilized by evaders against each pursuer when engagement is determined. This pursuit strategy is conservative from the pursuer's perspective, since in practice evaders may not know the pursuer's strategies perfectly.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we deal with a multi-player PE differential game. A generic problem is formulated. Conventional optimal control theory is not applicable to this kind of problem due to the difficulty in specifying the final states. A suboptimal method is proposed to calculate a locally optimal strategy with a specified control structure imposed on pursuers. A combinatorial optimization problem is
